Subject: Installation of a forward towing release.

Serial number applicability: All Ka 6 E, Document No. L-205, all Serial Numbers except S/N 4271.

Compliance: None, optional on customer's request.

Reason: Caused by the Notice to Airmen Nl, II - 38/00 issued by the LBA, AS wants to enable and assist to install a forward towing release into the Ka 6 E. Mr Richard Hardung has got LBA-approval for his installation of a forward tow release for his Ka 6 E, S/N 4271 as an individual modification to his sailplane. This individual modification is now declared as LBA-approved Technical Note 22 for all Ka 6 E.

Action: Copies of the individual modification including instructions and drawings are available from:
Mr. Richard Hardung
Heinrich-Heyne-Straße 7
D-68723 Schwetzingen,
Germany,
Tel.: ++49 6202 128019.

Metal parts, which are needed as well as the page 4a of the Flight Manual can be ordered from: Alexander Schleicher Tel.: ++49 6658 890, or FAX ++49 6658 8940.

Flight Manual page 4a with the foot note "TN 22 / 02.05.2000 Jew" has to be amended to the Flight Manual. The amendment has to be entered into the record of revisions of the Flight Manual.

Material and drawings:
- Fitting for forward towing release, L-205.10-72
- Cable length adjustment lever, L-205.10-73
- Cable pulleys for tow release, L-205.10-74 and L-205.10-75
- Guide for tow release cable, L-205.10-76
- Reinforcement for bulkhead 1, L-205.10-77
- Tost Bugklappung "E 85" or "E72" or E 75" respectively.

Weight (Mass) and Balance: The differences in weight are so significant that a weight and balance procedure is necessary.

Notes: The Manual pages may be exchanged by the owner/operator of the sailplane himself.

Structural action must only be done by a competent person.

All action has to be documented by an inspector authorised for such work in the sailplane's log book, Flight and/or Maintenance Manual and the records of inspections as a major modification.

Poppenhausen, May 2, 2000

Alexander Schleicher
GmbH & Co.

by order

(Lutz-Werner Juntovt)

The German original of this Technical Note has been approved by the LBA under the date of May 12, 2000 (signed by H. Fendt). The translation into English has been done by best knowledge and judgement; in any case of doubt the German original is controlling.